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Special education and linguistic minority students:
. .

The historital bases of 'discriminatory practices

In the j.ate 1960ts'and early 1970'3 a significant overrepresentation

of ethnic mino ity students in classes for mildly retarded,students was

documented across the United States (Dunn, 1968; Mercer, 1973).4 Since the

initial Tecognition of this problem, attempts to change identificition and

classification procedures have focused on the, technical adequacy of

measurement instruments used by school psychologists. Yet, despite

changes and the inclusion of additional criteria for labeling dhildren;

a disproportionate number of minority students Continue to be labeled

mildly handicapped (Finn, 1982; Tucker; 1980), suggesting that conceptual,

rather than technical problems underlie inequitable placement.

The practice of assigning medical labels to slow learning students

without other clinical signs of handicap began near the turn "af the
,

century. That era was characterized by a prevalence of prejudicial and

stigmatizing attitudes towardstoth minority language speakers and persons

who weee genuinely disabled. The categorical system constructed by
A

psychologists and educators at that time yes influenced-by these social

Witudes, and the result ivies an expectancy among teachers, psychologists,
.10

and administrators Oat linguistic minority children were likely to be
. -. .

mentally'handicapprd. Current probleWs in the identification Of mildly
,

handicapped learners stem from the assumptions of this period.

The degenerate menace: Views of minorities and the disabled 1870-1930

. ,

Darwinfs theory of-evolution had a strong effect on attitudes towards
:b

the disabled and ruSnEueopean groups In 19th century England and America.
4,

The ethnocentrism that led Europeans to view themselves at the apex of the

,
4
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Historical bases of discriminatory practices

evolutionary ladder also allowed them to ideqify nonEuropeans and the dis-

abled as'iess genetically fit, henee a degeneration'in the development,of

the human species.

Seven years after Darwinfs Origin of Species first appeared, a London

physician publphed an influential article entitled "An ethnic classifi-

cation of idiots" (Down, 1866). Down noted that a largerpoportiOn

0

of idiots were "typical Mongols" (p. 260), and concluded that the,

sppearance of these children in EurOpean families was an instance or

degeneration to the loiter stage of development characterized by the

"Mongol race". Down suggested that other.ethnic groupifts, Of idiots
"

might be made based on characteristics of ihe "Ethiopian variety"

and those of the native inhabitan4,4of.America (p. 260).
A

Porteus (1923) described a Project he had initiatecitO study the
,

,

,

mental ability of' various ethnic'groups iii Hawaii. The purpose tits

... . ,

"to discover the parellel, if dny, which exists betweed,the Mentally

retarded individuals in our own race and the groups otmankind th0
\?-2

are racially retarded" Porteus felt that ihe inforkation

111

derived,trom the study of less intelligent groups Could suppok the

theory that retardation is caused by a survival of lower evolutionary .

,characteristide within a more advanced group (those of northern Euro7b

pean descent).

A$ late as 194
9

4, the American Jodrnal'of Mental'Deficiency 'published
.

.

a study purporting to support Downli syeieM of ethnic clissification'of

the mentally handicapped. Davenport'(19(4) paid.tribute to Down's

"keen power of obseryation" (p. 339) but noted that sdant attentipn had

a
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Histbrical bases Of discriminatory practices

0

- been paid to Down's "Ethiopian type" of the mentally handicapped. DaVen-

port investigaied the hypothesis that an African feebleminded type existed

by studying the faces of eleven institUtionalizid,retarded persons

selected because of perceived 61.41arities. He found "thick protruding

lips and reeeding chin".(p. 342) comMon in his subjects as* wetl as a

-*collection of photographs of We,qt African blacks.

The tenacity of Down's hypothesis is evident. Davenport!s article,

published in the country's leading journal on mental retaration, appeared

'

seventy eight years after Down' nitigl attemPt .to link nonEuropean

groups to mental retardation. 'Tne.support generated by `the hypothesis

is indicative of the streegth of the prejudice towards minorities.that

existed during this period.

'Related to the (false) evolutionary perspective already described,wis

the idea that minority language groups and the handicapped.posed'a menace

to society. These groups were seen as threatening the gene pool of

advanced countries by passing on low intelligence.to their offspring. ,

They were also held responsible ror so 1 problems, also believed caused
. .

by heredity.

Sir Francie Galton, pioneer in statisticalaeasurement and mental

testing, was also the oreator of the term Eugenics,-and a strong advocate

of selective breeding to improve the human race. Like qv many othets of

his time, Galton believed in'the superiority of Europeans. Hiq.bo k on

the heritability of mental ability,includes the,statement that: "the

natural ability of which this book mainly treats, is.such as a modern

lEuropean possesses in a much greater average share than lien Or the lower

races" (Galtop, 1925, p. x). He'reared the effect of.social policies that

4
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Historical bases of discriminatory practices'
4 , 4

aided the poor and urged Eugenics upon mankind as.a new religion.

H. H. Goddard, who directed,the Vineland TrainineSdhool for the

Feebleminded from 1906 to 1918, produced evidence that nonOglish

rspeaking immigrants were a menace to America's gene bool. He stred

the intelligence of Jews,_ Hungarians, Italians,..andaussians arriing

at Ellis Island after voyages in the iteerage.of ships. He concluded hat

t

forty pe'reent of thele immigrants had intelligence so low that they might

be morons (Goddard, 1917).

Brigham (1923) producedla'widely read bdok based on the intelligence

. ,

testing of United States soldiers in World War I. Brigham found Americans

with ancestry from northern and western European countries to bemore

intelligent than others. Minority language groups recently arrived from

Poland, Aussie.; and Italy were deemed unintelligent. Brigham reaChed
;

this,alarbang conclusion:.".:.Ameriean intelligence is declining, and

will'procecd with an,accelerating rate'as the racial admixture becomes
4

more and more extensive" (p. 210).

. .

The social-menace of minority language groups,and the feebleminded

Wei feared as a result of other characteristics that were biaieved to

derive from low intelligence. So it was that Terman (1917) wrote

that feebleMindedn as a menace "to the social, economic, and moral
. .

welfare of the state" (p: 161). ,He claimed that it was responsible for one

fouith of the commitWats to state penitentiarieS and reformLschools, for '
.

4 A

-6_-the majority of cases of chronic poverty,. and for a large proportion of ,

reported prostitution, venereal aisease, and alcoholism. Goddard (1919)

went even.further. He stated that the "high grade defeCtives" he labeledd.
.

merons-iaayed a part "in all social problems" (b. 124).
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;

The.AssociationQf Medical Officers.of American Institutions-of

Idiotic and Feebleminded persons (now known, as the American Association
I.

-

,on Mentalpeficiency) alsO perceived, a link between mental retardation,'

immigration, and social problems. A delegate to theannual.conference

.

.held in 1888 stated that: "We shall ever w#1come the vitality and nobility

of the best Ceftic, Saxon,'Ge;:manic, and Scandinavian blood of Europe, but

the sewage of vice and crime and.physical weakness is, pour in upon

us from the east, and more nameless abominations to com in like a flood

from the west, we are helpless. We cannot build prisons reformatM.es,

insane retreats; and idiotic asylums fait enough and large enoughtor our

needs" (quoted in Sloan & Stevens, 1976, 13. 17).

9
The issoCiationts 1909'journal edition carried an article written by

If",)

a Reverend Schwarti which warned against the dangers of the degenerate

class.who were: "a standing menace to the race, making possible the trans-
,

o
mission, 'through the indlvidual6 of thii class, to unborn generations,

habits of vicioVeness, ithmoraiity, and incompetence" (Schwartz, 1909, p.

75)
41. ,

Measures.cto combat.the menace
,-

Given.the strength bf the fears aroused by perceptions of feebleminded

immigrants at this time, it is not surprising that strong measures were

advocated to protect society. While the Reve'rend Schwartz (1909)

advocated death for those identified as abnormal, few others went so far.
.

Most personspconeerned about the menace of the feebleminded AmtMigrant

recommended the passage of restrictive immigration laws,..imOlementation

of Eugenic measures through compulsory sterilization of the feebleminded,

1 7
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Historical bases of discriminatory practices - 6 -

and separatiokof, the feebleminded in institutions:

Restrictive, immigration was advocated by many psychblogists including

t .

Goddard, Terman, and Brigham .(Chase, 1980).

This sbientific support was' elpful in convincing ' ''

litCongress to act, and a lay discriahaiing again t immigrants from
,

.

countrips outside of northerndEuropelkavpas#d in 1924.

The Eugenics movement recruited,mady respected advogates in the early

decadesbf the century. Theodore Rdoseirelt pupported Eugenics, while

Winston Churchill and Alexander GrahaM Bell' were vice-presidents at the
4.

First International Conference of Eugenics in London in 1912 (Chase,

1986). As early as 1907 state legislatures began bonsidering' and

- e
passing compulsory sterilization laws for the fnmates of institutions.

Invarious states it becamellegal to sterilize persons.consideredto

0.1* mental defectives14epil ptics, syphilitics, ind !hereditary" criminals.
,.

By 1961, 32 states and Pue to Rico had sterlization,statutes in force

(Lindman & McIntyre, 1961,.
,

Separation of meptallV.retarded indivituals was advbcated in the

published objectives of h American Association on Mental Deficienc .\
The July'1944 issue of t Association ournl included (ambng others)

the following objective

"The cdnstruction of institutions, for the feebleminded.
,

Extranin4titvtiona1 supervision of all defectives inihe Community.

The segregation of mentally deficient persons in institutional care

and training with a permanent segregation of.those who cannot make atis-

factory social adjustments in the community" (p. t).

a

t,
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Historical bases of discriminatorY practices . - 7

These objectives followed naturally frodthecview that the reebleminde0.
4

posed a menace to the normal members of society. Eugenics and restrictive

, immigration were also seen,as logical resPiOnSes to the perceived'increase

in the feeblemindecCdue to mmigration.

e-

Educational psychology and the minority lahguage child: 1900-1940
.1 7\

Educational.psychotogists were convinced-that some mindrity language .c.

groups were inherently unintelligent. .Terman (1916) descriee0,Mexican-
'

Americans and Indians as "racially dull." He stated that:. "children of

this group ,should ye segregated in special classes an&beTiven

instruction vihich is concrete and-practical" (p. 01-92).;

The Italiah Ameridan group was consistently singled out for having'

,Fintner (1923) fouha that itthough differences.

between Italian American and "native" American grdups were overestimated

°by verbfl.tenial tests, theItalian American group was still lovier in

/
'ability. Goodenough (1926) suggested thai,the "squalor" of Italian

American slume was a resuli of that group/a low intelligence.
. -

Garretson (1921) lent support Terrain's Oontention that Mexican

Americans were Unintelligent. He studied the rate df retardation in

moving from grade to grade for Anglo And-Mexican American children in
.

*

a southwestern school district.. Findingraiscrepancy between groups,
?..

in favor of Anglos, he concludeithat lower intelligence of the.:MeXican.
'4 .1.

American group best expl ned the discrepancy.,

Even linguistic d ferences were interpreted by educational

psychologists as'evidence of low me al ability. For eiample, Goddard°

(1923) noted that teachers should not con lude that inebility to learn

41.
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-in school is caused by the inability to speak English. Goddird.felt that

the lack of En lish.and the low school achievement might both be caused

by feeblemindedness - he recommended that'teachers not be deceived bi
1

this "mask.", Goodenough (1926)correlated foreigh.languagemaintenance

inthe home with,intelligence test scores and found a,high negative
.,

.
.

correlation between maintenance and intelligence. Rather than seeing

the aorrelation.as a result of bias against limited English speakers

in intelligence tests, she concluded that groups with more'language

maintenance were less intelligent,,and hence less able to.learn
. t.,

English.

Whilenat speaking English was considered'evidence of al?andicap,
1

so.was bilingualism. Manuel &Wright (1929) puggesteOhat learning

two languagesipaused a dual hand

theory.received support from 8104

cap evident in 16oth languagis. The

(1939) who found bilingual.,Hawgpn
I 0

preschool children to be retarded Ln k their overall language development

compared"to monolingual speakers of English. :Other inirestigators measured

1 .

the effects of speaking another language on intelligence test scoes.'

Rigg (1928) and Mitchell (1937) noted that limited proficiency in language

, of the test lowered obtained sóores, and referred to the language

difference as a "handicap" (rather than an instance of inahpropriate

testing).

Educational psychologi supported the notion dinority language

,

students were likely to' be slow learners, if not becaue of low mental
,

ability, then because of the disadvantage accrued by their language'

"handicap." These views of minority language learners were incorporate4

into early special education categoripal definitions.
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Limited E lish roficient children ind the owth of s ecial education
.

7
0

Several f tors intertwined at the turn of the century.to create a

g7need for un aded ecial clavses in the schools,of large American cities.

-These included the enforcement of compulsory schooling, the use of a lock-
5

t,

-istep promotion dystemf and the influx of ;irge numbers of noanglish'

speaking immigrant schoolchildren (Sarason & 1979). Before

cordpulsory education was enforced, children who found school too'difficult

(for any number or IriasOns) could lust stop attending. The lock step

'grading system meant 4lat at the end of the year everyone was expected

to move to the, next grade, But with compulsory schooling and large

number:s of nonEnglish speaking children in the schools, there'was a

growing group of students unable to make the academic prOgress iequired

' for promotiov

' The New York City school system responded with the creation of

Its first u gld class in 1899, populated by children' who.were congidered

truant, or mentally, physically, or morally defective (Farrell, 1909).

By 1992, W. H. Maxwell. school superintendent was able to describe-New %
. .

York's initial eategoricat system. It was composed of: "defective
,

. NN
children'', "idioge or permanently defective ,hAfdren", and "dull

YLI
child.'n." ltis this last catii*y that is most relevant,to the

.
.
a .

, - ...

minority language child,"for its definition, cited in full, read:

"those who are behind in any,or all studies; those who exhibit abnormal

precocity in one or more studies; those who hive lost time because of

irregular attendance or 'frequent transfer; those.who are deficient in

11
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. -

English because of foreign birth and residence." (emphasis mine;

. '

FOurth Annual Report'Of the City Superintendent of Schools, 1902).
..

The ungraded classes were not created with'reference to a theory,

1z)

blit to Meet the needs of a schooi systel whose normal procedures could

notaccomodate previously excluded children and those with different

.linguistic backgrounds.. The categorical labeling of these childrem

may be understood as an attempt to confer medical validity to clas-

sifications derived out of social necessity.. Prevailing social,attitudes

toWards nonEnglish speakers, reflected in the educational bsychology of

the timet'provided legitimacy to the nevecEtegorical approach.

'Richardson .(1979) showed that medical labels used to classify

'and separate students in California, eVolved from exemptions initially

-

, based on race. Regulations ebtablishing beparate schools for _black,

dhines American, Japanese American, and Indian children were all

written separately, prior to the creafion of public special education

ior mentally retarded ohildrn. The introduCtion of special services'

for mentally retarded childen in 1947, Coincided with the repeal of laws

separating childreft;by ethnic'backgroundi The medical label of ment.V.

retardation 'permitted segregation of minority students within schoolsathat
P .

4
were no longer legally permittpd to exclude them.

The development of spe4al,leducation in both New York City and
a

California canbe seen as a consequence of compulsory education legis-
.

lation interacting with strong stigmati2ing attitudes eowards minority

groups an4 the handicapped. Such an analysis,..explains the expectancy

in teachers, psychologists, and administrators that allowed'gross

overrepresehtation of.minwity students in classes for the handicapped

12
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I.

to go unchallenges from the turn of the century until the late 19601s.

The:Tdisproportionate number of labeled minority students was not seen

as a'problem, but as a predictable and necessary oCourence.

Current issues and the legacy of the past

It is tempting to dismiss the exceSses'of the past al irrelevant to

--the concerns of the present. Yet many current unresolved issues in

special'education can be traced ta practices originating in,thedhiitorical

,period described. Social prejudice is less respectable than it was at

the turn of the century, but continues to affect.education.

A study that manipulated the ethnic group of a fictitious student's

file found that teachets perceiieqtaacement in a'class for the mildly

retarded to be more appropriate for a Mexican American than an Anglo

child (Zucker, Rutherford, & Prieto, 1979). Overrepresentation of

minority children exists in classes for mildly'retarded exists in all but

a
four of the fifty states, and is especially pronounced in some areas where

prejudicial attitudes towardS"minorities are strong: blacks are highly-

overrepresented in the south, and the 'Same is true for Mexican Americans

in New Mexico, and Indians In Alasya (Heller, Koltzman, & Mesick, 1982).

Despite the passa4e ofTublic Law 94-142, the continued separation of

children labeled handl.capped from nonlabeled peers remains a problem in

many areas. Many teachers remain opposed to mainstreaming of handicapped

children, and downgrade their potential (Alexander & Strain, 1978).

Overall, the :handicapped remain strongly stigmatized within the United

States (Gliedman & Roth,- 1980).

Most "problematic of all is the continued practice of giving medical

13



Historical bases of discriminatory practices - 12 -

diagnostic labels to low school achievers with no clinical signs of

handicap. The most widely used tests to identify learning disabled

children show little empirical validity for that purpose (Coles 1978).

Children labeled learning disabled, in general, dp not appear to'be

different than other low achieving students (Ysseidyke, AlgOzzine,

Shinn, & McGue, 1982). There is'no distinctive instruction for children

labeled leaining disabled or mentally netarded;. evidence suggests that

effective instruction for one.group is eftective for the other (Heller,

et al., 1982), The separation of children into mildly handicapped

categories is not ewirically tenable (Heller, et al., 1982).

Continuing attempts to find medical PlassificatiOns for row achieving

children, in the face ofouounting evidence that the categories used lack

validity, suggest that historical mistakes are being repeated.

Misplacement of minority children in special education is due

to defects in the assumptions that special education has been built

.1pon, as well as on faulty instruments. Social prejudice, and the

practice of assigning handicapped status to low achievers lacking other

clinical symptoms ofsdisability, are l2kely to continue the,

disproportionate representation of minority children in special

education. 'New Approaches, rather than new tests are needed.
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